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About This Game

Lazy Galaxy is a mix between RTS and idle/clicker game. Lead an evil (albeit lazy) alien race to conquer the universe! Traverse
the universe, fight vicious enemies, expand your influence through the galaxies. Acquire combat experience and convert into

candy, the most precious alien resource!

Key Features:

 Build your base in idle mode, participate in battles in RTS mode

 Achievements matter! Unlocking in-game achievements adds permanent researches that improve the gameplay

 Allow your ships to fight by themselves or control them directly

 Item system: find the items in battles, craft the new ones on your base

 Micro-control is rewarded, but not necessary. You can idle out the battles or seek more active participation.

 Mod Support: players can add their own ships and items!

 More than a 100 in-game researches and achievements

 Multiple development paths will add variety to incremental/base-building gameplay
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It's a clicker. But it's a clicker with a surprising amount of layers and pathways to success. The combat game breaks up the
pacing nicely, and it's a lot of fun coming up with new fleets. I really enjoyed my time with the game.. I have mixed feelings
about this game. There are a lot of things I love about it. But I'm going to talk about the biggest issue: the math is terrible. The
cost and production of a lot of the buildings doesn't make any sense. The progression isn't gradual enough to be satisfying and
maxes out quite quickly.

I'm still giving it a positive review because overall, I enjoyed it. I just wish the math was better so that upgrades felt worthwhile
and it was better suited for long-term play.
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